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Let k be an imaginary abelian number field whose conductor has at most two
distinct prime divisors and whose maximal subfields which are ramified at one
prime are imaginary. We shall find a basis for the group C of circular units in k and
compute the index of C in the group E of units in k.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
0. INTRODUCTION
Sinnott investigated the group C of circular units of a cyclotomic field in
[5]. In particular, he showed that C has finite index in E (the group of
units) and this index is written in the form
[E :C]=2bh+, (0.1)
where b is some rational number, by cohomological computation. Recently,
in the beautiful paper [4], Kuc era deduced the formula (0.1) by finding a
basis for C modulo roots of unity. (Gold and Kim also found a basis for
C in [1], but they did not compute the index [E :C].)
On the other hand, in [6], Sinnott also defined circular units for an
arbitrary abelian number field and studied the index [E :C] by means of
group cohomology. In the present paper, we aim to find a basis for the
group of circular units of an imaginary abelian number field k whose con-
ductor has at most two distinct prime divisors. By a technical reason, we
shall assume all maximal subfields of k which are ramified at one prime are
imaginary. We use this basis for computing the index [E :C]. The main
idea is due to Gold and Kim [1] and Kuc era [4].
In the case when k has prime power conductor (Theorem 2.1), the given
basis coincides with Washington’s generalization of Ramachandra’s con-
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The main result of this paper is Theorem 3.3 which gives the explicit con-
struction of the basis in the case when the conductor of k has two distinct
prime divisors. It also includes the new (elementary) proof of Sinnott’s
index formula (see [6, Theorem 4.1]) for this case.
I am grateful to the referee for pointing out errors and misprints in the
earlier version of this paper and for suggesting a lot of improvements. In
particular, Lemma 3.9 in Section 3 is due to the referee.
1. NOTATION AND ASSUMPTION
Let k be an abelian number field with conductor m. We denote
Kn=Q(‘n) the nth cyclotomic field, where ‘n=e2?in, and kn=k & Kn
(n>2). We consider a subgroup
D=&1, NKnkn(1&‘an); n | m7 n>2 7 \n, mn +=1
71a<n 7 (a, n)=1
of the multiplicative group k_. Let E be the group of units in k. The group
C of circular units are defined by
C=D & E.
(This definition is equivalent to that given by W. Sinnott in [5].)
The natural isomorphism
(ZmZ)_ Gal(KmQ) (1.1)
maps t mod m to
(t, Km): ‘m [ ‘tm .
Let G denote the Galois group Gal(kQ) and (t, k) the image of (t, Km)
under the natural surjection
Gal(KmQ)  Gal(KmQ)Gal(Kmk)=G.
Let N be the subgroup of (ZmZ)_ which corresponds to Gal(Kmk) under
(1.1), then
k is imaginary  J=&1 mod m  N.
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Let m=pe11 } } } p
er





We define subgroups Ti and T $i of (ZmZ)_ (1ir) by
Ti=[a mod m # (ZmZ)_; a#1 mod mi],
T $i={a mod m # Ti ; _b mod m # ‘
1 jr
j{i
Tj s.t. ab mod m # N= .
Let us define Ji # Ti by Ji# &1 mod qi (1ir). Throughout the present
paper, we assume the following condition:
Ji  T $i for any 1ir. (1.2)
It is easy to see that (1.2) is equivalent to the condition that all kqi’s are
imaginary.





log |:_| } _&1 (: # k_).
Since
l(:)=0  |:_|=1 for all _ # G,
we have
Ker l & E=W,
where W is the group of roots of unity in k, and l induces the isomorphism
EC$l(E)l(C).
2. THE CASE WHERE m=pe
In this case, the condition (1.2) means that k is imaginary. Let




where ‘=‘pe. In this section we shall prove the following theorem:
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l(D)=(l(NKpek(1&‘)), l(vi); 2ir). (2.1)
Lemma 2.2. For any : # K_pe ,
l(NKpek(:)) } s(G)=log |NKpeQ(:)| } s(G),
where s(G)=_ # G _ # R[G].
Proof.
l(NKpek(:)) } s(G)= :
_ # G
log |NKpek(:)





=log } ‘_ # G NKpek(:)
_ } } s(G)
=log |NkQ(NKpek(:))| } s(G)
=log |NKpeQ(:)| } s(G).
We have thus proved the lemma. K
Lemma 2.3. l(C)=(l(vi); 2ir).
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Because : # E, we have
l(:) } s(G)=l \ ‘_ # G :
_+=l(NkQ(:))=l(1)=0.
On the other hand, from Lemma 2.2, we obtain
l(:) } s(G)=xl(NKpek(1&‘)) } s(G)+ :
r
i=2
yi l(vi) } s(G)
=x log |NKpeQ(1&‘)| } s(G)+ :
r
i=2
yi log }NKpeQ \1&‘
ai
1&‘ + } } s(G)
=x log p } s(G).
Hence x=0. This completes the proof. K
Let u2 , ..., ur denote fundamental units of k. Then there exist





u:(i, g)g (2ir) (2.2)
Let 2=|det(:(i, g))2i, gr |.
Lemma 2.4. Let _j=(aj , k) (1 jr). Then
2=
1








} } } +
1i, jr
} ,
where the first row is indexed by i=1 and R+ is the regulator of k+.
Proof. From (2.2), we get
log |v_ji |= :
r
g=2
:(i, g) log |u_jg |
and so
|det(log |v_ji | )2i, jr |=|det(:(i, g))2i, gr | } |det(log |u
_j
g | )2g, jr |.
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Since k has a prime power conductor, its unit index Q equals to one (see





R+ } det \ } } } log |v_ji | } } } + }b 2i, jr
=
1























































log |v_ki |=log } ‘
r
k=1
v_ki }= 12 log |NkQ(vi)|=0. K
For each x # (ZpeZ)_, we let
cx={10
if x # N,
otherwise.
For each ai , there exists a unique aj such that aiaj # (J) N. We denote
such aj by a$i . We note that
cai aj+cJai aj=1  aj=a$i . (2.3)
Now, we define
b1, j=2 (1 jr)
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and










} } } +
1i, jr
}=R+h+ |det(bi, j)1i, jr |.
Proof. We denote by X+ the set of all even Dirichlet characters mod m













B=\ } } } /(aj) } } } + ,b 1jr, / # X+













} } } +






/(aj) log |v_ji | (2ir, /{1).
We note that
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(caiaj+cJai aj) /(aj) } T(/),



























} } } +
1i, jr
1 b
_\ b } } } /(aj) T(/) } } } +1 b 1 jr, / # X&
b






. . .+ .b 1i, jr
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Because det B{0, it follows that




=|det(bi, j)1i, jr | } R+h+. K
Lemma 2.6. |det(bi, j)1i, jr |=2r |det(cai aj+cJai aj)1i, jr |.
Proof. We subtract double of the sum of rows indexed by 2,..., r from










We add 12r multiple of the first row to each row indexed by 2, ..., r. Then
we obtain
(caiaj+cJai aj)&(caj+cJaj)+(caj+cJaj)=(caiaj+cJai aj).
Hence we have completed the proof of Lemma 2.6. K
Lemma 2.7. |det(cai aj+cJaiaj)1i, jr |=1.
Proof.
|det(cai aj+cJaiaj)1i, jr |=|det(cai a$j+cJai a$j)1i, jr |
1 0
= } det \ . . . + }=1. K0 1




} R+h+ } 2r=h+.
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1.
3. THE CASE WHERE m=pe11 p
e2
2
In this case, the condition (1.2) means that kq1 and kq2 are imaginary.
The following two lemmas are easily checked.
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Lemma 3.1. (a) T1 & T2N=T $1 .
(b) T2 & T1N=T $2 .
(c) T1N=T1 T $2 .
(d) T2N=T $1T2 .
(e) T1NT1$T $2 .
(f ) T2NT2$T $1 .
Lemma 3.2. T1NN & T2 NN=T $1NN=T $2 NN.
From the condition (1.2), J1  T $1 and J2  T $2 . In this section, we use the
following notations:
a1(=1), a2 , ..., ar1 : a system of representatives for T1 (J1) T $1 ,
b1(=1), b2 , ..., br2 : a system of representatives for T2 (J2) T $2 ,
d1(=1), d2 , ..., ds : a system of representatives for T $1 (T1 & N),
e1(=1), e2 , ..., es : a system of representatives for T $2 (T2 & N),




k1=kq1=k & K1 ,
k2=kq2=k & K2 ,
‘=‘q1q2 ,
D(q1)=(NK1 k1(1&‘
aq2); 1a<q1 7 (a, q1)=1) ,
D(q2)=(NK2 k2(1&‘
q1b); 1b<q2 7 (b, q2)=1) ,
D(q1q2)=(NKk(1&‘x); 1x<q1q2 7 (x, q1q2)=1) ,
Y=[J h11 ai1 bi2 dj ; 0h11 7 1i1r1 7 1i2r2 7 1 js],
Y$=[J h11 ai1 bi2 dj # Y; (bi2{1 7 J
h1
1 ai1 dj{J1) 6 (bi2=1 7 h1=0)
6 (bi2=1 7 h1=1 7 dj{1)],
M=[0] _ [ai1 q2 ; 2i1r1] _ [q1bi2 ; 2i2r2] _ Y$,
X=[J h11 ai1 q2; 0h117 1i1r1]
_ [q1J h22 bi2 ; 0h21 71i2r2]
_ [J h11 ai1 J
h2
2 bi2 dj ; 0h11 7 0h21 71i1r1
7 1i2r2 7 1 js].
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vx=NKk(1&‘x) (x # Y).
Our goal in this section is to prove the following theorem:
Theorem 3.3. [vx]x # M&[0] is a system of fundamental circular units of





where Q is the unit index of k.








q1)), l(vq1bi2); 2i2r2) ,





x # (M&[0]) _ (Y&Y$)).
Let us define integers l1 and l2 by the condition
0li<m7 pi li#1 mod mi 7 li#1 mod qi (i=1, 2).
Lemma 3.4. l(C)=(l(vx); x # M&[0]).
Proof. By a similar argument as in the proof of Lemma 2.3, we can
deduce
l(C)=(l(vy); y # (M&[0]) _ (Y&Y$)).
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We shall prove
l(vy) # (l(vx); x # M&[0])










=l \NK2 k2 \ 1&‘
bi2q1
1&‘bi2q1 l1++
=l \NK2 k2 \1&‘
bi2q1
1&‘q1 ++&l \NK2 k2 \
1&‘bi2q1 l1
1&‘q1 ++
# (l(vx); x # M&[0]).
If J h11 ai1dj{J1 , then J
h1
1 ai1 bi2dj # Y$. Hence
l(vJ1bi2) # (l(vx); x # M&[0]).
























=l \NK1 k1 \ 1&‘
ai1q2
1&‘ai1 l2q2++
=l \NK1 k1 \1&‘
ai1q2
1&‘q2 ++&l \NK1 k1 \
1&‘ai1 l2q2
1&‘q2 ++
# (l(vx); x # M&[0]) .
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If J h11 ai1 bi2dj{J1 ai1 , then l(vJ 1h1ai1bi2dj) # (l(vx); x # M&[0]). So is
l(vJ1ai1). K
Let uy ( y # M&[0]) denote fundamental units of k. Then there exist




u:(x, y)y . (3.1)
Let 2=|det(:(x, y))x, y # M&[0] |.
Lemma 3.5. Let Q and R+ denote the unit index of k and the regulator
of k+, respectively. Let _t=(t, k) (t # Y). Then
2=
Q








} } } +
x # M, t # Y
} ,
where the first row of the matrix is indexed by x=0.
Proof. From (3.1), we get
|det(log |v_tx | )x # M&[0], t # Y&[1] |=|det(:(x, y))x, y # M&[0] |
_|det(log |u_ty | )y # M&[0], t # Y&[1] |.




R+ } det \ } } } log |v_tx | } } } + }b x # M&[0], t # Y&[1]
=
Q












} } } +
x # M, t # Y
}
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} } } +
















} } } +





log |v_t$x |=log } ‘t$ # Y v
_t$
x }= 12 log |NkQ(vx)|=0. K






if t # T2N,
otherwise,
ctq1={10
if t # T1N,
otherwise,
ct={10
if t # N,
otherwise,
c[1]t ={10
if tl1 # T1N,
otherwise,
c[2]t ={10
if tl2 # T2N,
otherwise.
We note that
c[1]t =1  tl1 # T1N  ctq1 l1=1,
c[2]t =1  tl2 # T2N  ctq2 l2=1.
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Furthermore we define
b0, t=2,
bai1q2 , t=(cai1q2 t+cJ1ai1q2 t)&(cq2t+cJ1q2 t) (2i1r1),
























} } } +
x # M, t # Y
}=R+h+ |det(bx, t)x # M, t # Y |.
Proof. We denote by X+ the set of all even Dirichlet characters mod m









} } } +
x # M, t # Y
and
b
B=\ } } } /(t) } } } + ,b t # Y, / # X+
where the first column of B is indexed by /0=1. We shall compute the
(x, /)-component of AB for any x # M&[0] and / # X+&[1] case by











We also define a$i1 # [a1 , ..., ar1] by ai1 a$i1 # (J1) T $1 .
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ai1q2 t)| /(ai1 t)




= 12 /(a$i1) } 2r2 s } :
t # T1 T $1
log |NK1 k1(1&‘
q2 t)| /(t)
= 12 /(a$i1) } 2r2 s } :
t # T1
log |1&‘q2 t | /(t)





log |1&‘tq1 | /(t)
= :








log |v_tai1q2 | /(t)= :
t # Y
log |NK1 k1(1&‘








[(cai1 tq2+cJ1ai1 tq2)&(ctq2+cJ1 tq2)] /(t) } T(/)
= :
t # Y
bai1 q2 , t /(t) } T(/).







= 12 /(a$i1) :
t1 # T1T $1
:
t2 # T2 T2 & N
log |NK1 k1(1&‘
q2 t1 t2)| /(t1 t2)
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since
:





log |v_tai1q2 | /(t)= :
t # Y
bai1 q2 , t /(t) } T(/).
(iii) The case where x=q1 bi2 (2i2r2).
By a similar computation as that in (i) and (ii), we obtain
:
t # Y
log |v_tq1bi2 | /(t)= :
t # Y
bq1bi2 , t /(t) } T(/).
(iv) The case where x # Y$.
0(x)= :
t # Y






t # T1T2 N





log |1&‘t | /(t).





log |1&‘t | /(t)=(1&/( p2)) } T(/).
Hence we have
0(x)=/(x)&1 } (1&/(l2)&1) } T(/)
=/(x&1) } {1& 12r1s :t1 # T1NN /(t1 l
&1
1 )=
_{1& 12r2 s :t2 # T2NN /(t2 l
&1
2 )= } T(/)
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t # T1T2 N
/(tx&1l&11 l
&1
2 )= } T(/)
= :
t # T1T2 N





4r1 r2 s+ /(t) } T(/)
= :













4r1 r2s= /(t) } T(/)
= :
t # Y
bx, t /(t) } T(/).
If f/ | q2 , then we have
0(x)= :
t # Y
bx, t /(t) } T(/)
by the same way.
If f/ |% q1 and f/ |% q2 , then
:




So we also have
0(x)= :
t # Y
bx, t /(t) } T(/).
From (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv), we get






. . .+ .
Because det B{0, we obtain
|det A|=|det(bx, t)x # M, t # Y | } } ‘
/{1
/ # X+
T(/) }=|det(bx, t)x # M, t # Y | } R+h+. K
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if x=J1 ai1q2 ,
if x=q1 J2 bi2 ,
if x # Y _ JY
The next lemma is proved in the same way as Lemma 5.3 in [4].
Lemma 3.7. Let x # X _ [0]. There exist :u # Z (u # M) such that for





Lemma 3.8. |det(bx, t)x # M, t # Y |=r1r2 |det(cxt+cJxt)x # M, t # Y |.
Proof. We subtract double of the sum of rows indexed by a2q2 , ..., ar1q2








(cai1q2 t+cJai1 q2 t)+2r1(cq2 t+cJq2 t)
=2r1(cq2 t+cJq2 t).
We add 12r1-multiple of the first row to each row indexed by
a2 q2 , ..., ar1 q2 . Then we have
[(cai1q2 t+cJai1q2 t)&(cq2t+cJq2 t)]+(cq2 t+cJq2 t)=cai1q2 t+cJai1q2 t
in this row. Finally, we add 2r1-multiple of the sum of rows indexed by
a2 q2 , ..., ar1 q2 to the first row, then we obtain







(cai1q2 t+cJai1q2 t)=2r1=r1b0, t
By a similar operation, we obtain
r1r2 b0, t
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in the first row and
cq1bi2t+cq1Jbi2 t
in each row indexed by q1bi2 (2i2r2). Now let x # Y$. From Lemma
3.7, there exist :[1]u , :
[2]









































2r2 s {2:[2]0 + :
r1
i1=2
:[2]ai1 q2(cai1q2t+cJai1q2 t)=+ 14r1r2s } 2





















|det(bx, t)x # M, t # Y |=r1r2 |det(cxt+cJxt)x # M, t # Y |. K
For each t # Y, there exists exactly one u # Y such that tu # (J) N. We
denote this u by t$. Then the map Y % t [ t$ # Y is bijective.
Lemma 3.9. Suppose x # M&[0], t # Y and cxt$+cJxt${0. Then:
(1) if x # Y$, then t=x;
(2) if x=ai1 q2 (2i1r1), then t # Y$ or t=J1 ai1 ;
(3) if x=q1bi2 (2i2r2), then t # Y$ or t=J1 bi2 .
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Proof. (1) We can easily see that cxt$+cJxt${0  xt$ # (J) N  t=x.
(2) As we have cxt$+cJxt${0  ai1 t$ # (J) T2 N, there is a y # T2
such that ai1 yt$ # (J) T2N, and y can be chosen in the form y=J
h2
2 bi2ej for
suitable 0h21, 1i2r2 , 0 js. Since J1 J2 # (J) N and d $j ej #
(J) N, we have t=J h21 ai1 bi2dj . If i2=1 and h2=1 and j=1, then we get
t=J1ai1 . Otherwise, by the definition of Y$, we have t # Y$.
(3) This case is similar to (2). K
Lemma 3.10. |det(cxt+cJxt)x # M, t # Y |=2.
Proof. By Lemma 3.9, we have
|det(cxt+cJxt)x # M, t # Y |=|det(cxt$+cJxt$)x # M, t # Y |
=|det(cxt+cJxt)x # M&Y$, t # Y&Y$ |







Now, by Lemmas 3.5, 3.6, 3.8, and 3.10, we have
[E :C]=[l(E) : l(C)]=2
=
Q
4r1r2 s } R+









This completes the proof of Theorem 3.3.
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